
New York (October 15, 2016) Mirador Real Estate, a full-service residential brokerage focusing on owner and 
developer representation in Manhattan, announced today it has commissioned street artist Zimer to create a 

series of ten mini murals for the hallways of its exclusive rental 
buildings at 55 and 57 Spring Street. 

The endeavor was done in partnership with 212 Arts, a firm 
that is committed to the promotion of urban artwork, repre-
senting and exhibiting a diverse group of artists including 
Zimer. 

This is the first initiative as part of a newly created division 
within Mirador called "Creative Consulting” whose mission 

is to commission NYC artists to work in buildings that Mirador 
has exclusive rentals in, in order to bring joy and awareness to the NYC community.

“It's been a dream of mine to launch a creative consulting division 
that brings together my two passions, art and real estate. We loved 
being able to showcase a local street artist and get them more 
exposure through our real estate projects, “ explains Karla Saladino, 
co-founder, Mirador Real Estate.

“In Italy the biggest commissions were always art, and it is still some-
thing that we talk about today. Mirador wants to continue along this 
same renaissance thread in the communities we work in, through en-
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Founded in 2014 in New York City’s East Village, 212 Arts is committed to the promotion of urban artwork and New York culture. We exhibit a 
diverse group of artists including 70’s and 80’s graffiti pioneers, internationally acclaimed street artists, and New York cultural innovators. We are 
dedicated to displaying both old and new school urban artists as a means of charting the evolution of today’s visual vocabulary. Although our art-
ists work in different mediums and styles the bottom line is we would never show a piece we ourselves would not be proud to display in our homes.

ABOUT ARTWORK 212

Mirador has a unique business model—creating partnerships with property owners to smoothly and effectively facilitate faster turn over, de-
crease vacancy rates, and optimize rent rolls in their portfolios. Mirador offers a wide variety of products ranging from on-site services to tenant 
screening, unit pricing, occupied unit showings, lease breaks and assignments, and current tenant relations, as well as marketing and brand 
consulting. It has a vast client base that includes thousands of potential renters and buyers who have worked with our representatives in the 
past, and have become raving fans.

ABOUT MIRADOR

hancing both the life of artists and the positive effects of art on society.  It's also more unique and less expensive 
than other traditional "pre packaged" design décor,” she continues. 

"My work combines 15 years of New York graffiti with the refined  and calculated aesthetic I learned studying 
architecture,” explains Zimer. This project was particularly exciting for me as it allowed me to utilize both of my 
passions."
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